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Call 855-Both-Win Now!

Win-Win Divorce Solutions LLC serves families in NY, NJ and CT.
Finally... Divorce Done Right! Call 855-Both-Win for a free consultation today.

Wouldn't You Like To Triumph Over Divorce?
Who Wants a Long, Stressful, Traditional Divorce in the Court System?
Sometimes in life, Less Is More… The only rational solution is Simplify, Simplify, Simplify!
Win-Win Divorce Solutions LLC will provide you with a far better alternative to the trying,
traditional divorce process. By breaking down and simplifying the settlement process over 8-10
sessions with expert guidance, mediation and some common sense compromise along the way
you will benefit from…
Less hassle, Less court appearances and Less time off from work. Less stress for the whole
family.
Less adversarial behavior, Less lost privacy (family court proceedings are public) and Less focus
on the past.
Wouldn't You Rather Pass on a Financially Draining Court Battle That Never Ends?
The great news here is that the divorce mediation process averages only about one-third the cost
of a traditional divorce through the family court system.
Wouldn't You Agree that Life is Better With Some Mutual Cooperation and
Compromise?
Divorce Mediation with guidance from the professionals at Win-Win Divorce Solutions LLC
gives you more because we provide:
More expert guidance and brainstorming that is focused entirely on achieving an amicable
divorce settlement.
More listening to your concerns about the future and planning to make them a reality.

More focus on the results you want to achieve and your personal goals after the divorce
settlement is achieved.
More focus on providing for the children's future and college education with a jointly approved
parenting plan.
More of a peaceful and systematic process for settling financial matters without conflict or
burning bridges.
Divorce mediation is a family friendly process, so everyone is content with the results. The final
settlement is mutually beneficial and forward looking.
Our clients love the fact that there is never any retainer or advance fees required, unlike
traditional divorces where a $15,000 - $30,000 retainer is standard for most NY, NJ & CT
divorce lawyers. Here there is no financial risk when you want your divorce done right. You
simply pay as you go for each session. The positive progress you both make during every
session here is all the motivation you will need to continue. Simply put, we have refined the
process so that you cannot lose.
Wouldn't you like to TRIUMPH over a trying, traditional divorce? We can help you with
that. Remember, that we offer the added benefit of greater speed, efficiency and peace of mind.
You will benefit from serious savings in the process because our fees are typically only one-third
the cost of the typical divorce with lawyers and endless court appearances.
With Win-Win Divorce Solutions LLC you simply pay a reasonable hourly rate for each
meeting. Our clients typically wrap up a divorce settlement in eight to ten meetings and they pay
as they go.
However, it sounds simple only because we have the expertise and methodology to make
sure it will be simple. Call (855) BOTH-WIN today for a free initial consultation (both parties
must attend).
We eliminate problems as we walk you through step-by-step to ensure a successful outcome.
Wouldn't you like expert guidance, confidence and a risk free process?
Call us today at (855) BOTH-WIN to arrange a free initial consultation (both parties must
attend).
Your future awaits! Remember, at Win-Win Divorce Solutions LLC we are true public servants.
Our name is our mission statement. We want you to steer your family back to happiness again
by planning and providing for the future. All we are missing is you… So, call us today.
Did You Know That in the Court System The Normal Outcome is either Win or Lose?
Why not guarantee that YOU BOTH WIN instead with Win-Win Divorce Solutions LLC?
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